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Abstract: The fuel demand is pinnacle, this can be tackled by electric origin. A renewable source for electric energy is making 
elegant adaptation in this trendy globe. In forth coming days renewable electric source will be a lofty revolution and it also aids 
the society. The utility of renewable energy with self-driving technology will be a progressive novelty & Eco friendly. The 
competence of e-car is in hike, when paired to the fuel car. The smog is enhancing a drastical issue in this universe, and it has a 
impact over the sustenance, but it can be winced by this project. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
The motorized vehicle makes our life sophisticated and provides tremendous development. Vehicle capabilities are expanded by 
recent technologies and as a result self-driving has emerged. The aim of this technology is to reduce the human interventions or 
driving burden and to provide luxurious life. There is a huge difference between the human driving and complete automation 
process. The standard of robotics activity or automatic process is highly efficient than that of conventional vehicles. Increased 
sensing capability of sensors makes the role of SDV more efficient. 
Self-driving vehicle faces more consequences against its limitations. Those drawbacks can be overcomes by the best design 
methodology .This evolving technology utilizes GPS-Global Positioning System for automatic navigation by monitoring and 
surveillance. IR-infrared sensor is used for obstacle detection process. The  controllers contribution has made the innovation 
dramatically classes.  

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 
The fully automated vehicle research is started in 1930’s and yet to be completed. Various concerns are in a track of developing 
SDV technology and also preferring renewable sources. Among them google cars has developed SDV based on driving ideology [1]. 
Here one vehicle will reach the destination and other which follows the front vehicle will run without any human intervention. The 
driver can relax during traffic times. The tool of SDV is an embedded system so that it operates automatically [2]. This taxi utilizes 
various vehicle versatile technologies for its better performance during transportation [2]. SDV innovation ethically aids the social 
justice [2]. This automation vehicle detects the obstacles in road ways and human beings by LED indications, this feedback signal 
will adapt the situation [3]. In earlier development stage this technology were assisting the driving process with the help of parking 
sensors, reversing camera and various firmware. Obstacle detection requires high priority and this is highly concentrated in the SDV 
design. The obstacle detection and localization in the global surface were done by the stixel and point clustering method [5].  
Even if the vehicle is far from the obstacles the SDV’s object examining efficiency will not drop [5]. This detection is done by 
collecting Samples from the obstacles [5]. In order to detect the signal in the SDV system 2D LIDAR-Light Detection and Ranger is 
used, this gathers information about Cartesian and polar localized obstacles [3].  

III. IMPLEMENTATION METHODOLOGY 
The availability of the renewable source is tremendous, and this causes null pollution to the security. In recent days the society 
shows more interest in adopting renewable energy source, and this usage will be spread rapidly worldwide. Robot taxi is being a 
most innovative invention artificial intelligence building race, and this feds energy from renewable source (solar) grid and does the 
computerized process. Despite of human intervention, the automation methodology is evolved in this undertaken work in order to 
operate automatically. Controllers and obstacle detection sensor abides latitude and longitude data’s from satellite and it feeds to the 
controller. The GPS module used here is GPS L80, it has a very good performance in tracking and it supports the automatic antenna 
switching functions. Here IR sensor acts as an obstacle detector, it consists of transmitter and receiver. The IR transmitter is nothing 
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but the IR led and these rays are invisible to naked eyes.IR receiver is nothing but the IR photodiode and it receives only the rays. 
Both GPS device and IR sensor keeps on transmitting data’s to  the controller and then the controller controls the motoring action of 
the car. 

IV. DESIGN OF AUTONOMOUS DRIVING TECHNOLOGY 
 The renewable source of solar energy is utilized as an input to the battery. The solar panel transmits the light energy from the solar 
rays into electrical energy with the help of photovoltaic cells. The four DC motors are employed for the wheel movement of the 
SDV. The motors are given power with the help of this 12V battery. Two wheels are deployed in front ends and other two wheels 
are at back ends.  

 
Fig.1.Block Diagram of Autonomous Driving Technology  

The power is given to the GPS through the power supply. GPS is interfaced with 16F877A. The GPS-L80 gathers the latitude 
longitude signal from the satellite and fetches the particulars to PIC. The IR sensors are used as an obstacle sensor and they are 
faster to PIC controller. When there is an obstacle in front of the SDV, it generates the signal and addresses these data’s to the PIC. 
The controller makes the relay to disclose and the power to motor is absent. When the obstacle gets abscond, the relay closes and the 
power to the motor is given again so the motor runs and the wheel is driven. The controlling action is done by the PIC 16F877A, the 
obstacle detection is accomplished by IR sensors and satellite data’s are acquired and communicated to PIC by GPS module. The 
power to these modules and the motors were afford by 12V battery. The battery is prolonged charged by the solar panel through 
solar rays during the day time. 

 
Fig. 2. Model of Autonomous Driving Vehicle 
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V. DESIGN AND MODELING OF COMPONENTS 
A. Obstacle Sensor 
The IR sensors are used as an obstacle detector, the IR addresses a wide variety of wireless applications. The IR sensor emits and 
detects infra-red radiation to sense it surrounding. The basic concept of an IR sensor used as a obstacle detector is to transmit an IR 
signal. This IR signal bounces from the surface of an object and the signal is received at IR receiver. In the electromagnetic 
spectrum, the IR protection is divided into 3 regions. 
1) Nearer region - 700nm to 1400nm 
2) Mid region – 1400nm to 3000nm 
3) Far region – 3000nm to 1mm 

The IR sensor is placed at the front of the SDV. Supply is given through the 12V battery. The IR transmitter emits the IR radiations, 
these rays reaches the obstacle and some of the radiation reflects back to the IR receiver. Based on the intensity of the reception by 
IR receiver, the output of the sensor is defined. The transmitter and receiver placed at both ends. The surface of the obstacle is 
classified into two types (i)reflective(ii)non-reflective.If the surface of obstacle is reflective either white or other light colours , most 
of the rays were reflected back and reaches the photo diode. If the surface f the obstacle is non-reflective either black or other dark 
colour. When no rays are reflected back (ie) the resistance of photo diode remains higher it means there is no obstacle. The position 
of IR sensor is important, for proper detection it must be placed by 450. In order to avoid other reflections rather than the obstacle 
the IR must be enclosed properly by plastic.  

B. Solar Panel 
The majority of modules use wafer-based crystalline silicon cells or thin-film cells. The structural (load carrying) member of a 
module can either be the top layer or the back layer. Cells must also be protected from mechanical damage and moisture. Most 
modules are rigid, but semi-flexible ones based on thin-film cells are also available. The cells must be connected electrically in 
series, one to another. Externally most of photovoltaic modules use MC4 connectors types to facilitate easy weatherproof 
connections to the rest of the system . The electrical connections are made in series to achieve a desired output voltage or in parallel 
to provide a desired current capability. The conductors may contain silver, copper or other non-magnetic conductive transition 
metals. Bypass diodes  may be incorporated or placed externally. In case of partial module shading, to maximize the output of 
module sections still illuminated. Solar irradiation and ambient temperature are the main parameters of the PV panel.  

 
             Fig.3.Equivalent Circuit of a Solar Cell 
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- Output current of the solar cell 

  - Output voltage of the solar cell 

   - Light generated current 

   - Series resistance of the cell 
  - Parallel resistance of the cell 

   - Diode saturation current 
  - Temperature coefficient of cell 
  - Thermal voltage 

- Short circuit current 

Reference temperature 

  - Reverse saturation current 
   - Semiconductors band gap energy 

K    - Boltzmann constant 
T   - Operating temperature 

C. GPS Module 
The GPS module containing 22 tracking/66 acquisition channel receiver. The receiver type L80 frequency band of code is used and 
also the navigation data update is 1Hz. The module operating temperature is -40 to +85 deg C. Regulated power for the L80 series 
require for input voltage of 3 to 4.2V and current is not lesser than 150mA.The main application of GPS is location based 
service(LBS), vehicle navigation system and timing application. 

D. PIC micro Controller 
The PIC 16F877A is one of the most popular controllers in the industry. The controller is convenient to use and the coding or 
program of this controller is  easier. One of the main advantage is that it can be write-erase as many times as possible because it use 
flash memory technology. It has 40 pins, but 35 pins are  i/o and remaining pins are used for power supply and reset. It is applied in 
remote sensor, security, safety devices, home automation and in many industrial institution. EEPROM is also featured in it which 
makes it possible to store some of information permanently. It has two 8 bit and one 10 bit timer. CCP module, serial ports, parallel 
ports and five i/o ports.it can be used in areas where microcontroller have never been used before as in coprocessor application 
&timer function. 

VI.  RESULT  
The RERT is the most innovative creation; this is one of the outcomes of modern brilliance. Renewable energy source is 
overwhelming in our resources and it causes zero pollution to our environment. This RERT is purely build up with renewable source 
of energy which doesn’t contain any polluting agents. This vehicle  will not act as a hindrance for the green world.  This technology 
is the combination of solar and autonomous driving technology. Here firmware is used for the automation process, and Successful 
test drive have made. This crispy innovation will add pleasure to the modernist society and surely the RERT will be an idol for viral 
craze in this century. 

                    VII. CONCLUSION  
Ultra-modern universal race goes with the creative intensions and this project stays as a good model of creativeness. RERT acts a 
best remedial solution for the smog issues. Accidents due to lack of concentration of the driver is completely abolished because of 
the installation of sensors and the controllers. This type of automobiles follows a very good traffic discipline. Since the driving 
process is fully automated a human can travel to unknown or new place with the help of RERT. The major drawback is the failure of 
the sensor unit, it result in a huge controversy and this impact can be overcome by this highly detecting or active sensational unit. 
Finally this advanced innovation will exist as an awesome one in this 21st century. 
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